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Welcome to Creative Writing 2: Life Writing. Your Creative Writing Student Guide should be 

able to answer most questions about this and all other OCA creative writing courses, so keep it 

to hand as you work through the course. 

Make sure you work through OCA’s free online induction course, An Introduction to Studying 

at HE on www.oca-student.com before you start. Even if you have already done this with a 

previous course we advise you to work through it again.

Course aims

The aim of this course is to inspire and encourage you to develop your creative writing within 

the genre of life writing – also known as creative-non fiction. The course will develop your ability 

to write, based on personal experience and focused research, and lay the foundations of a solid 

technique based on disciplined drafting and revision. You’ll increase your writing knowledge 

and skills by creating a body of your own work and by developing your critical awareness of your 

own and other people’s writing, supported by constructive feedback from your tutor. The course 

will widen your horizons and develop your ability to write with imagination and originality.

On successful completion of this course, you will be able to:

•	 explain some of the structures, forms and contexts of creative non-fiction, and examine the 

current status, historical development and limitations of life writing

•	 draft, review and edit your own work, using a range of writing techniques, and taking 

account of critical feedback from your tutor

•	 participate in the direction, understanding and design of your own learning experience

•	 critically comment on a contemporary work, movement or writer of creative non-fiction.

By the end of the course, you’ll have built up a folio of writing which has undergone critical 

appraisal and revision. You may have a personal writing goal you wish to pursue – anything 

from effective blogging to moving into freelance journalism to completing a full-length memoir. 

On the other hand you may not even have a note scribbled on the back of a bus ticket. 

OCA website and forums

There are lots of other OCA students currently studying creative writing. Use the OCA website 

forums as a place to meet them, share experiences and to learn from one another. Start by 

logging onto the forums and introducing yourself. Find out who else is on the course and say 

hello.

Before you start
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Your tutor

Your tutor is your main point of contact with OCA. Before you start work, make sure that you’re 

clear about your tuition arrangements. The OCA tuition system is explained in some detail in 

your Student Handbook.

If you haven’t already done so, please write a paragraph or two about your experience to date. 

Add background information about anything that you think may be relevant for your tutor to 

know about you (your profile) – for example your experience of writing so far, your reasons for 

starting this course and what you hope or expect to achieve from it. Email or post your profile 

to your tutor as soon as possible. This will help him or her understand how best to support you 

during the course.

Arrange with your tutor how you’ll deal with any queries that arise between assignments. This 

will usually be by email or phone.

Make sure that you label any work that you send to your tutor with your name, student number 

and the assignment number. Your tutor will get back to you as soon as possible after receiving 

your assignment but this may take a little time. Continue with the course while you’re waiting. 

Formal assessment

Read the section on assessment in your Creative Writing Student Guide at an early stage in 

the course. For assessment you’ll need to submit a cross-section of the work you’ve done on the 

course:

•	 your three best redrafted course assignments (2,500 – 3,000 words each) together with the 

original tutor-annotated versions

•	 your creative reading commentary (2,000 – 3,000 words) (Assignment Six)

•	 your final reflective commentary on the course (1,500 – 2,000 words)

•	 your tutor report forms.

Only work done during the course should be submitted to your tutor or for formal assessment.
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Assessment criteria 

Here are the assessment criteria for this course. These are central to the assessment process for 

this course, so if you are going to have your work assessed to gain formal credits, please make 

sure you take note of these criteria and consider how each of the assignments you complete 

demonstrates evidence of each criterion. On completion of each assignment, and before you 

send your assignment to your tutor, test yourself against the criteria; in other words, do a self 

assessment, and see how you think you would do. Reflect on each assignment you’ve completed 

in your writing diary, noting all your perceived strengths and weaknesses, taking into account 

the criteria every step of the way.  This will be helpful for your tutor to see, as well as helping 

you prepare for assessment.

Assessment criteria points

Presentation and technical correctness  

Grammatical accuracy, punctuation, layout, spelling, awareness of literary conventions, and the 

ability (where appropriate) to play with these conventions and fit them to the student’s needs.

Language 

Its appropriateness to genre, subject matter, and characters. Avoidance of cliché, employment 

of a wide vocabulary, awareness of the rhythmic powers of language, and an ability to make 

appropriate use of imagery. Above HE level 4 (i.e. OCA courses at Level 2 or 3), we are looking 

for the development of an individual voice.

Creativity 

Imagination, experimentation, inventive exploration of subject matter, originality, and empathy.

Contextual knowledge 

Evidence of reading, research, critical thinking and reflection. Engagement with contemporary 

thinking and practice in the specific genre (e.g. poetry).

Craft of writing 

Technical competence in the student’s chosen genre (e.g. in prose, in areas such as narrative, 

plotting, setting, voice, tense, characterisation, etc; in poetry, in areas such as phrasing, idiom 

and rhythm.)
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Pre-assessment review

If you decide to have your work formally assessed, you’ll need to spend some time at the end 

of the course preparing your finished work for submission. How you present your work to the 

assessors is of critical importance and can make the difference between an average mark and 

an excellent mark. Because of this your tutor is available to guide you on presenting your work. 

You’ll find more information about the pre-assessment review in Part Six of this course guide.

Your writing diary

Your writing diary is an integral part of this and every other OCA creative writing course.

Your writing diary is where you work reflectively, recording your thoughts on your writing and 

how your thought processes relate to your growing battery of skills. When you are generating 

creative writing texts, you may be learning on an intuitive level; the writing diary will help your 

understanding of how this learning process works for you. As you add to the diary, be it daily 

or sporadically, you will form a record of your writing journey. This record is for you alone; you 

won’t have to show it to anyone, so you can write from the heart about the highs and lows of 

becoming a writer. This can be online, as a blog, (which you can use the blog settings to keep 

private), or in a paper-based journal.
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Plan ahead

This Level 2 course represents 600 hours of learning time. Allow around 20% of this time for 

reflection and keeping your writing diary. The course should take about a year to complete if 

you spend around 12 hours each week on it. You’ll find the course much easier if you’ve already 

completed a Level 1 writing course.

As with all OCA courses, these course materials are intended to be used flexibly but keep your 

tutor fully informed about your progress. You’ll need to allow extra time if you decide to have 

your work formally assessed.

Writing 2: Life Writing is divided into six parts, corresponding to the six course assignments. 

The first assignment will enable your tutor to get to know you, review your work so far and 

decide how best to help you in future.

Each part of the course addresses a different issue or topic and is separated into a series of 

projects designed to tackle the topic in bite-sized chunks. As well as information and advice, 

each project offers research, reading and exercises to encourage writing. The exercises slowly 

build up into the assignments that you’ll send to your tutor. If you’re at the ‘blank canvas’ stage, 

with no clear idea of where you want to go with your life writing at the moment, this modular 

way of working will guide you to produce new writing you’ll be proud of. If you already have 

ideas you want to pursue, feel free to use the exercises and assignments to produce work that 

will feed into your life writing. However, don’t skip exercises that appear irrelevant to your goals. 

They’ll stretch your skills and challenge your ideas.

This life writing course will be different things to different people. Some students will already be 

engaged on a life writing project and will use this course to improve and develop their writing. 

Some students will never have done any life writing before and will use this course to make a 

start. For this reason, the assignment requirements are flexible. You’ll be asked for 3,000 words 

of life writing; this could be life writing produced in response to the projects and exercises, a 

section of your own life writing that you’ve started before or during the course, or a combination 

of the two. We hope that by Assignment Five you’ll have developed the confidence to embark 

on an extended piece of life writing and that your assignment submission will reflect this. You’ll 

also submit a short reflective commentary (up to 500 words) with Assignments One to Five, 

describing the writing process and your experience of that part of the course. These are for your 

tutor only and will not be submitted for assessment. As part of Assignment Six, however, you’ll 

write a longer reflective commentary (1,500 – 2,000 words) on the course as a whole and this 

will be submitted for assessment if you decide to go down this route.
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It’s hard to know how best to order a course in which students’ requirements differ so markedly. 

For this reason, we suggest that you skim the whole course initially, so that you can see what it 

covers and where. Your tutor will expect you to work through the course in the order it’s written 

but you may, for example, choose to use some of the research techniques outlined in Part Four 

in your own life writing at an earlier stage of the course.

Reading

A reading list for the course is available at the end of this course guide and on the OCA website. 

The reading list recommends key texts and gives suggestions for general further reading as 

well as suggestions for each part of the course. You’ll find that reading about the process of 

life writing and reading creative non-fiction by other writers will help to develop your own 

research and writing skills – you can record your thoughts, reactions and critical reflections on 

your reading in your writing diary. This will be helpful when you come to work on your reflective 

commentary. The online reading list on the OCA website is updated regularly, so check this for 

recently published recommendations.

Referencing your reading

Whenever you read something that you might want to refer to in your projects and assignments, 

get into the habit of taking down the full reference to the book, article or website straight away. 

You must fully reference any other work that you draw on if you plan to go for formal assessment. 

To do this you should use the Harvard system of referencing – see the Harvard referencing 

system guide on the OCA website. Getting down the full reference at the time will save you the 

frustration of having to hunt for the details of a half-remembered reference long after the event. 

Referencing other people’s work accurately will also help you avoid unintentional plagiarism.
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Part one 

Getting started

Creative Writing 2

Writing a letter home (watercolour) George Goodwin Kilburne 1875
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Introduction

Non-fiction, in its broadest sense, includes all writing that is not entirely of the imagination. 

Novels, short stories, poems, plays, etc., are ‘inventions of the mind’ outside the Life Writing 

remit. Some non-fiction – such as academic essays, technical guides, copywriting and newspaper 

reportage – are also outside the remit of this course because it’s usually inappropriate for these 

to have an imaginative element.

Life writing uses the techniques of fiction writing to draw the reader into a true story, based 

on events in the real world – historical or contemporary, scientific or artistic. While remaining 

factually accurate, the writer engages the reader by using narrative techniques like well 

developed characterisation, a voice which is stylistically interesting, suspense, vivid description, 

dialogue and a structure that creates a narrative trajectory. It includes pieces of all lengths 

in both the first and third person – articles with a creative foundation, inspirational essays 

and travelogues, local history, autobiographies, personal or family biography, the chronicling 

of historic, scientific or other events, accounts of personal experience. In fact, life writing is any 

writing containing a truth that runs through it like an artery and which rises above the merely 

informative to become a type of literature where an original voice emerges.

Wikipedia defines creative non-fiction as:

…a genre of writing that uses literary styles and techniques to create factually accurate 

narratives. It contrasts with other non-fiction, such as technical writing or journalism, 

which is also rooted in accurate fact, but is not primarily written in service of its 

craft…Ultimately, the primary goal of the creative non-fiction writer is to communicate 

information, but to shape it in a way that reads like fiction…         (sourced 01/06/10).

The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (2008 edition) defines creative non-fiction as ‘New 

Journalism’:

...a new blend of fictional presentation with journalistic research…with a stronger 

emphasis on ‘human interest’ in content and presentation…

For the purposes of this course a comprehensive definition might read:

Life writing is stories you tell, but have not made up. It is factual writing with literary 

form, flowing out of a desire to create writing that can speak to the heart, as well as 

the head.

Project one All the world in all time
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For example…

In a chapter entitled ‘The Children in the Sampler’ from her book A House Unlocked, the 

novelist Penelope Lively uses the furniture and artefacts from the house she loved as a child to 

take the reader on a journey of social history, widening each chapter into a personal essay (see 

Part Three for further discussion of the personal essay form). In this extract, she tells us of the 

London evacuees who stayed in the Somerset house:

 Sitting on the carpet in the Golsonscott drawing-room, I heard a thin dry man’s 

voice coming from the wireless and wondered why we all had to sit in silence and why 

everyone looked so solemn.

 At Wiliton station, four miles away, the war had begun two days before. Four 

hundred school children and their teachers arrived, allocated to the Watchet area; a 

similar number went to Minehead…

 My grandmother took it on the chin and set about reorganizing the house. The 

old nursery and night rooms were made over to the party, along with the attic rooms 

that had formerly been servants’ quarters. The evacuees ate in the servants’ sitting-room 

next to the kitchen. At night the children must have lain staring up at the night-nursery 

ceiling on which Margaret Tarrant fairies flew around a midnight blue sky spangled with 

stars. The children came from Stepney, a borough where around 200,000 people lived at 

an average density of twelve per dwelling. From there to Golsoncott. I assume that they 

did the normal and natural thing – howled for their mothers and wet their beds…

 A woman such as Joyce’s mother may well have had too many children because 

advice on birth control was not readily available. She was very likely anaemic – out of a 

sample of 1,250 women questioned by the Women’s Health Enquiry Committee of 1933, 

558 had been diagnosed as anaemic…anyone who has been temporarily anaemic knows 

what it feels like – continuous lassitude, being out of breath if you climb the stairs or 

walk uphill, permanent fatigue. Before the war, huge numbers of working-class women 

felt like that all the time. Joyce’s mother may have suffered from headaches, constipation 

and haemorrhoids, rheumatism, carious teeth, gynaecological problems, varicose veins, 

ulcerated legs, phlebitis – conditions all found to have a high incidence among this 

sample of women. She was lucky if she sat down for half an hour between rising at 6.30 

a.m. and winding up at 9 p.m.

                    Penelope Lively, A House Unlocked (2001)
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Freewriting

Try this technique to free up your imagination and tap into the deepest levels of your thought 

processes:

•	 Choose a topic – or work with the topic you’ve been given. If you’re new to freewriting, 

set yourself a time limit – ten minutes, say, to begin with. When you’ve had some practice, 

you’ll probably want to continue writing until the ideas dry up.

•	 Once you’ve started writing, don’t stop – keep writing until you come to a natural end. 

Use your memory and thought processes to keep writing. Don’t worry that what you’re 

writing might appear silly or irrelevant

•	 Don’t stop to correct your work. Try not to cross anything out.

•	 When you’ve finished, read through what you’ve written and use a highlighter to outline 

the parts that you think are worth keeping. You can then add new thoughts or expand 

existing ones.

Exercise: Practise freewriting

Write freely about some event that you 

remember being caught up in. It doesn’t 

have to be a ‘great event’ – you could use 

the memory of being in a New Year’s crowd 

or attending a wedding. Try to create a 

piece that picks up the atmosphere of 

your event and your feelings about it.

Allow the words to freewrite themselves 

onto the page – try not to think at all 

about what you’re going to say next.

When you come to a natural end, read 

your work through. Sort out the free flow 

of your thoughts, working at balancing 

logical facts with the emotion of the 

piece. 
The Wedding Party Henri Rousseau
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Creative non-fiction grows as a genre all the time. New and exciting books, published articles 

and material on the web continually expand the genre and enhance its quality. It can be broken 

down into many sub-divisions. The list below is by no means definitive, but may include work 

you hope to tackle – this course will encourage you to ‘taste and try’:

Your own life

•	 journals

•	 memoirs

•	 a remarkable experience (physical or psychological)

•	 exploring your own identity

•	 the story of your working life

•	 sharing your hobby or enthusiasm

Biography

•	 individual biography

•	 multiple biography

•	 family biography

Narrative non-fiction

•	 history – world-wide and local

•	 bringing ideas, theories or opinions to life

•	 travel writing.

Research point

At this level of study it’s as important to read as it is to write. All new work stands in some sort 

of relationship to previous works. Reading helps you to be critical about your own writing and 

explore the solutions that other writers have found. All writers learn and borrow from other 

writers, adapting particular techniques to their own original material; that is how the craft of 

writing is passed on. Even noting what is bad or dull in published works will train you in avoiding 

those errors. Almost all experienced writers will say that reading widely in all literary traditions 

will help you develop originality and innovation. There are many texts mentioned in the course 

with their original date of publication. Make time to explore the reading list at the end of the 

course and check the version on the OCA website for updated recommendations. Don’t feel that 

you have to read every book on this list. Treat it as a starting point. As you expand your reading, 

you’ll take off in particular directions that are useful and inspiring for you. Get into the habit of 

noting down your reflections on the reading you do in your writing diary.
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Exercise: Seek inspiration

Go to your local library or search your own bookshelf for any book or article that might be 

classed as life writing – or use the course reading list. Don’t worry about categorising your 

choice. Just choose something that attracts you as a reader.

Read at least 50 pages. Then, freewrite up to 100 words that spring naturally from what 

you’ve just read. For example, you may be inspired to comment on the reading, emulate 

it, or expand the subject into your own sphere. Don’t spend too much time on either the 

planning or execution – allow your pen to flow the words onto the page.

Betliar library
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Far back in human history people probably sat around the clan fire and swapped stories: part 

entertainment, part gossip, part information for the next generation. These stories almost 

certainly began with what had happened to the people concerned – the last hunt, the last birth, 

the last thing that made them laugh. If fact, it’s reasonable to assume that myth, legend and 

folk tales are an expansion of stories about real events.

The earliest written records are mostly functional: lists, information, histories, genealogies. 

The earliest written pieces that we think of as creative writing are Homer’s The Iliad and 

The Odyssey. These may be poetry, but they’re also credible accounts of a war between two 

Bronze Age peoples. As far back as three thousand years ago, then, writers were exploring and 

developing the seemingly contradictory forms creative writing and non-fiction.

For example...

So speaking, glorious Hector reached out to take his son. But the child shrank back 

crying against the breast of his girdled nurse, terrified at the sight of his own father, 

frightened by the bronze and crest of horse-hair, as he saw it nodding dreadfully from 

the top of the helmet. His dear father and his honoured mother laughed aloud at 

this, and glorious Hector took the helmet straight from his head and laid it gleaming 

bright on the ground. Then he kissed his dear son and dandled him in his arms.

Homer, The Iliad

Project two A short history of life writing

Slays Hector
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Early creative non-fiction

Cato the Elder, who lived over two thousand years ago, was a statesman and soldier, but in his 

later years he wrote some of the very first non-fiction. On Farming gives us a wealth of evidence 

about rural life in Roman Italy, but at the time it was essentially a ‘how to’ book for farmers.

In 397CE the bishop of a minor North African city, Augustine, wrote The Confessions (a modern 

translation might be The Testimony). There had been autobiography written before, but what 

was startlingly original about this book was its examination of the conflict between the inner 

and the outer life of an individual – how a person was shaped by his parents, his sexuality, 

his habits, and how he went on changing as an adult, shaped by external forces in very deep 

internal ways.

The word ‘biography’ came into the English language around 1683, but the form had been 

around for a lot longer. Xenophon, a Greek historian who lived between around 430 and 354 

BCE, wrote a creative biography on the life of the ruler Cyrus. It’s possible that he made up quite 

a lot of detail to create a lively account.

An important development in biography came in 1791 with The Life of Samuel Johnson by 

James Boswell. Although Boswell didn’t meet his subject until Johnson was fifty-four, his research 

allowed him to cover the whole of Johnson’s life span.

It wasn’t until the Renaissance that having a personal vision of the world and expressing that 

as narrative non-fiction was perceived as a sign of superior sensibility and spirit rather than a 

symptom of madness. Writers like Thomas More (Utopia, 1516) and Niccolo Machiavelli (The 

Prince, 1513) created books that shocked their readers with imaginative visions and rejection 

of orthodox political theories. Instead of writing about their beliefs in a stock, academic form, 

both Utopia and The Prince use invention of place and personality to get their points across.

Some early life writing has demonstrated a remarkable shelf-life. Robert Burton’s The Anatomy of 

Melancholy, first published in 1638, has been reissued in paperback. Francis Bacon’s Essays have 

never been out of print since they were published in 1624. John Donne, the great metaphysical 

poet, also published his sermons, which are careful examinations of the human heart through a 

detailed and highly literary exposure of his own. Isaak Walton, Donne’s biographer, also wrote a 

little book called The Compleat Angler. This presents itself as a ‘how to’ book for leisure fishing, 

but Walton employs this form to talk about the joys of nature and the beauty of life.
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An interest in exotic foreign places predates even Marco Polo, but by the eighteenth century 

creative travel writing was born – more reliable than the old ‘traveller’s tales’, but more intimate 

and revealing than academic geography. An early example is A Complete Account of the 

Settlement at Port Jackson by Watkin Tench, based on the author’s journal and describing the 

First Fleet’s arrival and settlement in Australia 1788–91.

Writers have been playing fast and loose with the boundaries between fact and fiction ever 

since the early days of the novel. Daniel Defoe, for example, wrote a novel posing as a factual 

travel memoir in 1719 (Robinson Crusoe) and a semi-fictional book about an historical event in 

1722 (A Journal of the Plague Year).

In late eighteenth-century Europe, the artistic and intellectual movement known as the Romantic 

Movement set a high value on self-expression, spontaneity and imagination (as opposed to the 

Classical values of balance, order and objectivity). Wordsworth wrote The Prelude (published 

in 1850), one of the most striking verse accounts of childhood ever penned. De Quincey went 

even further: The Confessions of an English Opium Eater (1821) is arguably the first modern 

confessional story. By the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, several writers best known 

for their fiction were also writing creative non-fiction, much of it with a strong journalistic slant, 

for example Charles Dickens’s Sketches by Boz (1836) and George Orwell’s Down and Out in 

Paris and London (1933) and The Road to Wigan Pier (1937).

Illustration from Avventure di Robinson Crusoe 

by Daniel Defoe, Gaetano Nobile, Naples, 1842
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Life writing reborn

Around the middle of the last century there was something of a sea change. One of the first 

books to register this was In Cold Blood (1966). Truman Capote closely researched a Kansas 

murder, interviewing those involved first-hand, but then produced an account of the facts that 

read like a novel. Other American writers produced similarly subjective accounts of real events; 

Tom Wolfe, Norman Mailer, John McPhee, Joan Didion and John Tracy Kidder have all won 

prizes and acclaim for life writing in this vein.

As this new breed of writers took wing, the genre began to attract definitions. Tom Wolfe 

produced his anthology of The New Journalism in 1975, and claimed that it had been ten years 

earlier that he had first discovered that 

...it was possible to write accurate non-fiction with techniques usually associated 

with novels and short stories.

Other names given to this type of writing included ‘creative non-fiction’, ‘factual fiction’, the 

‘non-fiction novel’, ‘documentary narrative’, ‘the literature of actuality’, ‘imaginative non-fiction’, 

‘narrative non-fiction’ and, of course, ‘life writing’. Hunter S. Thompson (Hell’s Angels, 1967) 

called his method of subjective presentation ‘gonzo journalism’.

Exercise: Respond to your reading

Find and read at least one or two of the books 

mentioned in the short summary above. Use your 

local library, a reference library or the internet. If 

possible, expand your research to further titles; it 

will help to feed your own writing.

When you’ve completed your research, freewrite 

200 – 500 words expressing your thoughts about 

the book(s) you looked at, the work itself or ideas 

the work gave you.

Label your work clearly.

Robinson Crusoe and Man Friday, Carl Offterdinger
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Broadly described as autobiography, the story of the writer’s life can take many shapes and 

forms, from a simple diary, usually written every day or so, to a full-length recollection of an 

entire lifetime.

Even if you don’t plan to write autobiography as your main life writing project, please attempt 

the exercises. Writing about your own life can be extremely liberating; it can develop your voice, 

add to range and depth and free up new ideas.

If any of the exercises stimulate painful or conflicting thoughts or memories, take a break and 

consider whether you want to continue with the exercise. Bear in mind, though, that these sorts 

of memories will often produce the most powerful writing.

Journals

A journal suggests a recording of events as they unfold, rather than a looking back, perhaps 

throughout a specific time in history such as war or natural disaster, or through an ongoing 

personal experience – anything from the mundane (a holiday journey, a pregnancy diary) to 

the amazing (life with a rock band) to the tragic. John Diamond, the journalist, wrote a weekly 

column as he battled with throat cancer, which was published as the book, C: Because Cowards 

Get Cancer Too. This was shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize.

Project three Your own life

Exercise: Keep a journal

Keep a journal for seven consecutive days. Try to 

write for at least twenty minutes at your chosen 

time of day.

Use freewriting to enter your daily routine, your 

thoughts on your relationships with the people 

round you and what‘s happening in the outside 

world. If you can, continue to keep this journal as 

you go through the course. It will help generate 

ideas for your life writing.

Keep this personal journal separate from the 

writing diary that you’ll use to chronicle your 

progress through the course.

Drawing human figure, Emily Fowke OCA student
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If you’ve done a creative writing course with OCA before, you’ll be used to keeping a writing 

diary. You’ll also find it really useful to keep a writer’s notebook. Ideas don’t come to order when 

you’re sitting at your desk, so keep a small notebook and pen with you at all times so that you 

can jot down any thoughts that occur to you, things you hear on TV or radio or read in the 

newspaper, titles of books, etc. As with your personal and writing diaries, a writer’s notebook 

that’s used regularly is an invaluable source of life writing material.

Memoir

Describing your autobiography as a memoir suggests that you’ll relate your life and times as 

you remember them from a distance, rather than exactly how they might have been at the time, 

perhaps taking a more flexible or less chronological approach. A memoir may cover the writer’s 

entire life span chronologically, but it might equally well focus on a single issue, time or event. 

Primo Levi’s If this is a Man (1969) focuses on Levi’s survival of Auschwitz; Simon Gray’s Coda 

(2008) charts his terminal illness.

The style and structure of memoir can be as experimental and literary as you please. Acclaimed 

works include Lorna Sage’s Bad Blood (2001), J.M. Coetzee’s Boyhood (1997) and Things My 

Mother Never Told Me by Blake Morrison (2002).

For example...

Boys are what I have to fight at school. If you can’t join them, beat them. I am out 

of the babies’ class and released from the stinking stone pen beside the latrines, out 

into the broad playground under the dripping trees. I come home and say, ‘Grandad, 

a big boy hit me.’ He says, ‘Lovie, now I’ll teach you how to fight.’ He teaches me 

fair tactics, nothing low. But when the next fight comes I walk away with a different 

result. It’s too easy! Punch to solar plexus, big boy folds. His head is within range. ‘As 

you please, now,’ Grandad says, ‘keep it easy, no need to make a fist. Try a big slap 

across the chops.’ I do it. Tears spring from the eye of the big boy. He reels, clutching 

his diaphragm, away from the railings. Oh Miss, she hit me, she hit me! 

 I am amazed: less by my performance, than by his; his alarming wails, his bawls. 

I don’t want to do this again unless I have to, I decide. In only a year I will have to 

go to confession and learn to examine my conscience. What I am experiencing is 

the beginning of compunction; but is it the awakening of a sense of sin, or is it the 
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beginning of femininity? Do boys have compunction? I don’t think so. Knight errant? 

They have compunction for all the weak and oppressed. Shame is somewhere among 

my feelings about this incident. I don’t know who it belongs to: to me, or the boy I’ve 

beaten, or some ghostly, fading boy I still carry inside.
Hilary Mantel, Giving up the Ghost (2003)

A remarkable experience

Some autobiographies explore a remarkable experience. This might be a single incident or period 

in a person’s life, for example the moment they achieved their life’s ambition, or their part in a 

catastrophe. Turn to Part Six to read about Gill Hicks’ experience of the London Underground 

bombings. Little Daughter: A Memoir of Survival in Burma and the West by Zoya Phan and 

Damien Lewis (2010) is an account of life in – and subsequent escape from – the Burmese jungle 

under the military regime. Antigona and Me (2009) is Kate Clanchy’s remarkable account of 

her five-year friendship with a refugee from Kosovo whom she employed as a cleaner.

For example...

My Life in Orange by Tim Guest (2004) is a first-hand account of a child growing up in the Osho 

movement, whose members dye their clothes orange:

The evidence has taken me years to gather together. I can look at these artifacts now 

and see myself; but in the late 1980s, as a teenager living with my mother in North 

London, after the communes ended, I had no evidence of our history. In a small fire 

out in our back garden my mother burned her photos, her orange clothes, her mala 

necklace with its 108 sandalwood beads and locket with a picture of Bhagwan. 

Despite my pleas to let me sell it and keep the money, she even burned the bright 

gold rim she had paid a commune jeweller to fix around her mala locket in the later, 

more style-conscious commune years. A week after the fire, I borrowed a pair of pliers, 

prised the silver rim off my own mala and threw the beads away.
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Exercise: Milestones

Think about the milestones in your life. These do not have to be world-shattering to make 

effective writing. Rather they will be events that are important – memorable – to you.

Go for moments, encounters, events, experiences that still raise emotions in you when you 

think about them. Note down at least half a dozen of these, perhaps in rough chronological 

order

Now adjust the order, putting the events that still raise the strongest emotions at the top.

Choose one of these milestones and freewrite about it for 15 minutes. Try to:

•	 write from the heart, from your own point of view

•	 include relevant imagery in any of the five senses

•	 engage the reader in how your emotions are re-emerging – and how they felt then

•	 slow down time as you describe the past, getting close up.

Don’t be afraid to voice your opinion or perceptions.

Return to your list and choose further options if this exercise is pertinent to your personal 

life writing.
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Exploring your own identity

Writing about one’s own identity often takes the form of exploring traumatic circumstances of 

childhood. People will always want to record their pivotal early days – rites of passage (physical, 

emotional and spiritual), epiphanies, status, relationships. The 1990s and first decade of this 

century saw the increasing popularity of the ‘misery memoir’, where authors seemed to vie with 

each other to produce lurid accounts of their early years, some of which were later discredited. 

Frank McCourt’s memoir, Angela’s Ashes (1996) won the Pulitzer Prize:

We don’t laugh long, there is no more bread and we’re hungry, the four of us. We can get 

no more credit at O’Connells shop. We can’t go near Grandma, either. She yells at us all 

the time because Dad is from the North and he never sends home money from England 

where he is working in a munitions factory. Grandma says we could starve to death for 

all he cares. That would teach Mam a lesson for marrying a man from the North with 

sallow skin, an odd manner and a look of the Presbyterian about him.

 Still, I’ll have to try Kathleen O’Connell once more. I’ll tell her my mother is sick 

above in the bed, my brothers are starving and we’ll all be dead for want of bread.

 I put on my shoes and run quickly through the streets of Limerick to keep myself 

warm against the February frost. You can look in people’s windows and see how cozy it 

is in their kitchens with fires glowing or ranges black and hot and everything bright in 

the electric light cups and saucers on the tables with plates of sliced bread pounds of 

butter jars of jam smells of fried eggs and rashers coming through the windows enough 

to make the water run in your mouth and families sitting there digging in all smiling 

the mother crisp and clean in her apron everyone washed and the Sacred Heart of Jesus 

looking down on them from the wall suffering sad but still happy with all that food and 

light and good Catholics at their breakfast.

 I try to find music in my own head but all I can find is my mother moaning for 

lemonade.

 Lemonade. There’s a van pulling away from South’s pub leaving crates of beer 

and lemonade outside and there isn’t a soul on the street. In a second I have two bottles 

of lemonade up under my jersey and I saunter away trying to look innocent.
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Exercise: Define yourself

A frank examination of your own identity can be very revealing. Begin by defining yourself – 

this often gives food for thought and opens up ideas. Start a fresh page with the statement 

I am... and write on for at least 50 words.

For instance, you might choose a statement beginning I am not a person that makes friends 

easily. This might cause you to recall your first meeting with a long-term friend.

Choose one, some or all (depending on the time you wish to spend) of the following subjects:

•	growing	up		 	 •	adolescence		 	 •	growing	old		 	 •	sexuality

•	friendship		 	 •	children		 	 •	partnerships		 	 •	health.

Create as many personal statements as you can, but don’t spend more than a couple of 

hours on this exercise.

Conveying character Emily Fowke
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Sharing your hobby or enthusiasm

This may seem a hackneyed route for a first book, but it can be done with originality if you use 

some of the techniques that you’ll examine during this course (e.g. characterisation, mood and 

drama, narrative and voice). This will allow you to write with a passion that will inspire your 

writing.

Nick Hornby’s definitive book on being a lifelong soccer fan is an excellent example:

‘You must meet my friend,’ I am always being told. ‘He’s a big Arsenal fan’. And I 

meet the friend, and it turns out that, at best, he looks up the Arsenal score in the 

paper on Sunday morning or, at worst, he is unable to name a single player since 

Denis Compton. None of these blind dates ever worked; I was too demanding, and my 

partners simply weren’t interested in commitment. 
                      Nick Hornby, Fever Pitch (1992)

The story of your working life

It’s not unreasonable to want to tell the story of your working life because it’s probably a large 

part of your life. Writing about the things you know the most about will create a passion in your 

work. If you can theme the work, or allow it to focus on specifics that catch the reader’s eye, your 

‘quiet working life’ can become compelling reading.

Francis Pryor became an archaeologist in the early seventies and set up the Fenland Archaeological 

Trust in 1987, but his need to write the story of his working life, documenting the ancient past of 

the Fens, found the perfect high point with the discovery in 1998 of a spectacular timber sacred 

circle on the Norfolk coast:

We walked for hours – or so it seemed – across tracts of sand, blasted from time to time 

by penetrating winds. At last we reached the circle. Three archaeologists from the Norfolk 

County Unit were clearing washed-in sand and debris from the gales of the previous day. 

As we arrived the sun came up, and I rapidly clicked off half a roll of film. The site was 

much smaller than I had imagined, but extraordinary, nonetheless. I was struck by its 

simplicity. It consisted of a rough circle or oval of oak posts, with what looked an upside-

down oak in the middle. I can only guess at what this inverted tree meant, but I felt it 

had something special to tell. 
        Francis Pryor, Seahenge (2001)
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Exercise: Write about your hobby or your job

Either:

Think about a hobby or something else that you really enjoy and write a list of interesting 

facts about this subject – the whackier the better. If possible, include some facts that people 

might find unbelievable.

Choose one of these and freewrite for at least 20 minutes – if you get stuck, choose another 

subject from your list. Redraft what you’ve written so that it makes some rational sense.

Try to include an interesting character who brings the account alive and/or a piece of 

autobiographical detail.

Or:

Choose any part of your job that you’d like to write about, or select from the following:

•	your	colleagues		 	 •	your	first	day	at	work

•	your	training		 	 	 •	your	clients	or	similar

•	what	people	don’t	know		 •	recent	changes	in	working	practice.

Write as if chatting to someone who’s asked about this aspect of your job. Write with 

simplicity, clarity, accuracy and economy and avoid over-use of jargon.

Aim for a single page of writing, but don’t stop if you have more to say.
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Starting your autobiography

The various sub-divisions of life writing that you’ve looked at are not definitive and by their very 

nature will overlap. Writing about ‘all the world in all time’ is your only major brief; don’t worry 

if your work crosses these artificial boundaries and don’t allow them to confuse you or prevent 

you from moving forward if you intend to write about yourself. One way of clearing your mind 

and encouraging concentration is to consider where your energy goes when you examine your 

life. Does it focus around the workplace? Your social life? Your parents? Follow that energy – be 

it positive or negative – and you’ll write with passion and conviction about yourself.

The next two exercises are primarily for students who are keen to produce a full-length 

autobiography. They will be quite time-consuming if they’re done properly.

The first exercise will help you jot down all the burgeoning and confusing thoughts bombarding 

your mind. The second will help you consolidate; you can’t write about them all, but you can 

look for passions, energies and links.

Take your time with these exercises, depending on the commitment you’ve made to writing 

about yourself.

Nicholas Hawksworth
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Exercise: Plan your autobiography

The exercises you’ve already done have asked you to consider your life in terms of different 

categories: chronology, milestones, how you define yourself, your hobbies, your work, why 

you want to write.

In this exercise, you’ll continue to consider the bite-sized categories you can extract from 

within a massive project like an autobiography (we’ll return to structure in Part Five).

Using a small (e.g. A6) notebook for this exercise, start with these topics:

•	 areas of activity in your life

•	 times of life (childhood, youth, adulthood, old age)

•	 achievements

•	 relationships

•	 influences

•	 places you’ve visited or lived in

•	 some other way of dividing up your lifetime that’s relevant to you – anything you like.

Write 10 or so words on each of these thoughts, memories or ideas, using one page for each 

individual jotting. Write as many ‘pages’ as you can.

Continue through the list above using a page at a time for each thought, memory or idea, 

ten or so words on each page. Move quickly; keep turning the pages. Make your thoughts 

and jottings as random as you like.

Continue adding to your notebook as you work your way through the course materials.
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Exercise: Next steps

This exercise builds on the previous one and will help you to develop further the notes 

you’ve started to make for your autobiography.

•	 Open your notebook at a page of your choice. Take the 10-word note and expand it into 

about 100 words

•	 Repeat this for up to nine other pages. You can do this over a period of time; continue 

with your coursework and return to it as you wish

•	 If it suits your style of writing, search for commonalities between your pages and use 

these to create pieces of writing that could eventually be joined or linked

•	 When you have ten or so expanded notes, select two or three of these and expand 

again – to life sketches of around 1,000 words. At this point, you may want to fuse one 

or more pieces.

In making your choices, go for the energy you feel around certain notes.

To help you to recollect more intensely, ask questions about the scene: Who sat where at 

the table? Whose house was the party in? Why did Sally cry that time? What was the name 

of the dog?

Write with straightforward conviction in your own voice.
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You may have a biography project in mind for your life writing – an individual, still alive or 

possibly long dead, who you know (or will know) sufficiently to present as a full-length project. 

Go carefully through this section as it will widen your understanding and empathy when writing 

about other people.

Biography is the narrative history of someone’s life. As with autobiography, the definition of ‘life’ 

can be narrow or wide. Some biographies are also autobiographical, others may only narrate 

the part of a life that interests the writer (or the public). Biography can be about a moment in 

history or about one person. It certainly doesn’t have to be about a famous person or important 

time.

The individual biography

Biography has an enormously diverse subject matter. You might be intimately acquainted with 

your subject (the individual you’ll write about); in fact this biography might be an alternative 

method of recording your own life. Read Blake Morrison’s And When Did You Last See Your 

Father? (1993) as an example of how sub-divisions can fuse and overlap. On the other hand, 

you may be planning to research and record the life of someone already known to the public, 

or to history.

For example…

Kate Williams’ first biography grew out of a dissertation study into England’s Mistress: The 

Infamous Life of Emma Hamilton (2006). Williams was sifting through old letters in the British 

Library when

…a book started to form in my mind:

I sat on my idea for Emma throughout the autumn, convinced that I would never be 

allowed to write a biography – I was too young, not sufficiently well-connected. Just 

before Christmas I plucked up the courage to send a few words about myself, Emma 

and the material I’d found to an agent who represented a friend of a friend. To my 

shock, he replied almost immediately. If I wrote a proposal, he said, he’d sell it for 

me...

In a windswept Little Chef in North Wales, on the way to collect my grandfather for 

Christmas, I told my father that I had a chance of becoming an author. He didn’t 

believe me. I barely believed it myself.
            Emma and I (Mslexia, issue 32, 2007)

Project four Biography
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Exercise: Points of view

Choose some old photographs – quite a few if you can – of moments in your past (for 

instance events you attended). Go for photos where you’re either in the background, behind 

the camera, or missing from the picture for some other reason.

If your life writing is going to be biography, try to use pictures of your subject as your focus 

for this exercise; otherwise select pictures that will allow your imagination to flow.

Lay out the photos and focus on one person who features prominently.

Think about the event from the point of view of that person.

Now write a version of the event from that person’s perspective, using the third person point 

of view.
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The multiple biography

Sometimes known as group biography, this, like the individual biography, can be about great 

lives and/or times (a biography of the royal family, or a platoon in battle, for instance) or the 

lives of obscure people. Biography, by definition, must be involved with the era it is set within 

– whether recent or centuries ago. Writing about a group of people (who may or may not know 

each other) in a particular era opens up the possibility of examining the social, political and 

cultural influences on the subjects. In Wild Swans, for example, Jung Chang examines three 

lifetimes of Chinese history through the eyes of her grandmother, her mother and herself.

For example…

In Zeitoun (2010), David Eggers carefully researches the story of one New Orleans family’s 

traumatic fate during Hurricane Katrina:

He tied the canoe to the back porch. The water was whispering though the cracks in 

the back fence, rising up. It was flowing into his yard at an astonishing rate. As he 

stood, it swallowed his ankles and crawled up his shins.

 Back inside, he continued to move everything of value upwards. As he did so, 

he watched the water erase the floor and climb the walls. In another hour there was 

three feet of water indoors. And his house was three feet above street level.

 But the water was clean. It was translucent, almost green in tint. He watched it 

fill his dining room, momentarily struck by the beauty of the sight. It brought forth 

a vague memory of a storm on Arwad Island when he was just a boy, when the 

Mediterranean rose up and swallowed the lower-sitting homes, and the blue-green 

sea sitting inside living room and bedrooms and kitchens. The water breached and 

dodged the Phoenician stones surrounding the island without any difficulty at all.

 At that moment Zeitoun had an idea. He knew the fish in his tank wouldn’t 

survive without filtration or food, so he reached inside and liberated them. He dropped 

them in the water that filled the house. It was the best chance they had. They swam 

down and away.
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Rabbit-Proof Fence by Doris Pilkington (Nugi Garimara) – which was published by the University 

of Queensland Press in 1996 and later became a major success as a film – is the remarkable 

story of a 1,600 kilometre walk taken by three young Aboriginal girls who escaped from an 

Australian government institution in 1931:

On their second day they came into a section of bushland that had been ravished by 

fire. All the trees and the grass under them was burnt black. In a few weeks’ time, 

however, it would come alive and be a green wilderness again, full of beautiful flowers 

and animals that are wonderfully and uniquely Australian. The three girls walked 

in silence over the next hill where they saw a most unexpected but very welcome 

sight indeed. Coming towards them were two Mardu men on their way home from a 

hunting trip. Gracie and Daisy were so pleased to see them that they almost ran to 

meet them, but Molly held them back and whispered softly, ‘Wait.’

 So the three girls waited for the men to come closer. When they saw the men’s 

catch, they drooled – a cooked kangaroo and two murrandus. The girls were more 

interested in the bush tucker than in the two hunters who introduced themselves and 

told the girls they were from Marble Bar.

 ‘Where are you girls going?’ asked one of the men.

 ‘We are running away back home to Jingalong,’ replied Molly.

 ‘Well, you girls want to be careful, this country different from ours, you know,’ 

advised the old man with white hair and a bushy white beard.

 ‘They got a Mardu policeman, a proper cheeky fullah. He flog ‘em young gel 

runaway gels like you three,’…
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Exercise: Write about a memory

Attempt at least one of the following:

•	 Record a memory of an event, or visualise an event you plan to research, concentrating 

on the dynamics between the people present.

•	 Place yourself in a classroom from your childhood and write about your memories of 

a single day at school, focusing on the characters around you.

•	 Narrate the history of your relationship with a group of friends, relations, workmates 

or antecedents. Use the subjects of your biography if you intend this to be your life 

writing project.

Write your account in approximately 500 words. Open out any that particularly interest you.

Elementary School  Magnus Enckell 1899
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Family biography

Biography is usually written in the third person, but this isn’t a hard and fast rule; it’s perfectly 

possible to introduce yourself into your biographical writing. Sometimes this can be used as a 

structural device (see Part Five), as when the narrator details the investigation as they pursue it. 

The first person is more commonly used in family biography, as in Gillian Slovo’s Every Secret 

Thing (revised 2007), a moving account of her parents’ life in Africa and their involvement in 

the fight against apartheid. In her Foreword, Slovo talks about the dilemmas of writing this sort 

of biography:

Every Secret Thing is not a biography – it is a family memoir – but it is still partly 

biographical. It was written in the heat of my passion to try and work out what my 

parents meant to me, and what they meant to the country to which they devoted 

their lives. It is a very partial view – my view of them – and one with which some of 

their friends might take issue. And yet, reading it again, it doesn’t strike me that I 

cast that much in concrete. The book stands testimony to two wonderful, difficult, 

complicated people and the impact they had on one of their daughters. It is a witness 

to their lives and to a time that is now gone. It is written with love but also with a 

critical eye – one of the most difficult, and the most valuable, legacies my parents 

bequeathed to me…

Exercise: An anecdote

Choose one of the following:

•	 a close friend, past or present

•	 a parent

•	 a sibling – now or as you remember them in your childhood

•	 a spouse or partner

•	 a character who will feature in your personal life writing or any person you’ve previously 

written about in these exercises.

Start by freewriting an anecdote about this person – true in essence, but embroidered if you 

wish – a story you remember about them or you think sums them up.
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Getting your biography started

Writing biography may seem an even more mammoth undertaking than writing autobiography; 

you already know about your own life, but you’ll have to undertake careful and possibly extensive 

research if you’re to write about another person’s. Biographers are intensely curious, both about 

the wider issues and within the detail of their research. They need a strong empathy with their 

subject and should be prepared for the long haul.

Research point

If you’re intending to write biography, you might do well to start by asking the following 

questions, using your tutor as a sounding board:

•	 Should my biography cover a whole life? Do you plan to cover a childhood, a rise to 

power or fame, a specific period (for example your grandfather’s war years) or an entire 

life? Discuss with your tutor how you can keep the work manageable and yet include all 

the necessary details from various stages of the life by selecting and linking structures 

(life stage, peaks and troughs) or topics (moments of consequence, decisions), themes (the 

subject’s sins versus their virtues), issues (revelations, encounters, passions) or even theories 

(identity and selfhood, the politics of a life’s work).

•	 Should I be objective? Your attitude and relationship to – and impression of – the subject 

will influence the way you write about them. Make notes in your writing diary on what 

emotions arise when you think about your subject, both as a person and as the subject of 

a piece of writing. Once you’re alert to this, you can decide how to proceed. For instance, 

if you decide that the fact that you loathe this person should be a major factor in the 

writing, you may want to highlight this early on in the text. If you’ve decided that you want 

to remain impartial, alert your tutor so that they can spot any points where you lapse into 

subjectivity. Most importantly, always bear in mind that you’re writing about an individual 

with a unique identity.

•	 Must I reveal everything I know or discover? Modern biographers tend to deplore both 

censorship and over-idealism, believing that life writing is enhanced by honesty and 

openness. But it remains the choice of the biographer just how much discretion they use. 

At an early stage of writing, the difficult part is spotting your own hypocrisies or prejudices. 

Ask your tutor to keep an eye on this aspect of your assignment work.

•	 Must I identify my sources? Traditionally biographers, especially official biographers, cite 

their sources of information, including witnesses interviewed and papers and letters quoted. 
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But it’s perfectly allowable not to disclose your sources if witnesses request this. Publishers 

increasingly avoid unwieldy footnotes, except in the case of academic biography, where 

online sites are now frequently used instead.

•	 Is the story true? A standard definition of biography is that the author is creating a true 

account of a real life so it would seem that your responsibility is to tell the truth. But read 

In Search of J. D. Salinger by Ian Hamilton (1988) or Peter Ackroyd’s Dickens (1990) to 

see how these authors use imagination, even invention, in their biography. This is discussed 

more fully in Part Two.

Exercise: Create a vignette

Returning to the subject of the previous exercise, describe this person in terms of their:

Speech    Gestures   Clothes    Hair

Facial features   Smell    Idiosyncrasies.

Write a few words for each characteristic in turn. Next, create a vignette of this person by 

amalgamating snatches of some or all of the descriptions and blending these with the 

anecdote that you put to one side.

Jim Lloyd
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Non-fiction has always held the ability to be imaginative – to enable writers to push boundaries 

and invent new styles, structures and subject matter and to fuse the narrative forms and 

emotional involvement of good literature with the empirical search for truth.

History – world-wide and local

A formidable range of books that chart specific histories are now available. The Brother 

Gardeners: Botany, Empire and the Birth of an Obsession, by Andrea Wulf (2009), is the story 

of several eighteenth-century figures – from Captain Cook to Carl Linnaeus – obsessed with the 

quest for exotic seeds. Wulf explores the rivalry between her characters and describes uncharted 

voyages, setting her story against a backdrop of empire building and the emergence of London 

as a science capital.

See also The Dreadful Judgement (below), Panzer IV and Galileo’s Daughter (Part Four), Alpha 

Beta, Longitude and A Fish Caught in Time (Part Five).

In the prologue to The Age of Wonder: How the Romantic Generation Discovered the Beauty 

and Terror of Science (2008), Richard Holmes describes his book as 

…a relay race of science stories as they link together to explore a larger historical 

narrative.

Neil Hanson’s The Dreadful Judgement (2002), subtitled The True Story of the Great Fire of 

London, is meticulously researched and historically accurate. Its frontispiece describes it as 

using:

…modern knowledge of the physics of fire, forensics of fire and arson investigation, with 

moving eye-witness accounts contained in contemporary documents, private papers 

and personal letters, to produce a searing depiction of the Great Fire of London…

So far, this could describe an academic thesis. But Hanson cloaks historical facts in human 

stories of the time, and goes further than research and reportage alone:

As the sun sank in the western sky there was the first hint of smoke in the air, carried 

on a breeze so faint it barely stirred the dust. Even in this, the first week of September, 

the heat remained fierce. As Thomas Farriner stood with his son, Tom, before the Moor 

Gate, his close-shaven scalp itched beneath the coarse hair of his wig and sweat 

trickled down his face.

Project five Narrative non-fiction
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 The incessant tolling of church bells gnawed at his nerves and he waved his 

hand in an irritable gesture at the flies buzzing around him in lazy circles, drawn by 

the salt sweat upon him. They were everywhere, settling on the earth-coloured walls 

and crawling in the dust, fat and drowsy as if bloated with food.

 Thomas had waited this late in the day to avoid the throngs at every gate out 

of the city. None could pass without a certificate of health signed by the minister 

and churchwardens of his parish, and confirmed by the hand and seal of a justice of 

the peace. It had taken Thomas days of entreaties and all the modest influence his 

contacts could wield to win this exeat for his son, but his wife and daughters were 

remaining behind.

By the time you’ve reached the end of the first page, you’re hooked. This is because, despite all 

the historical and scientific data to come, you have a character to guide you through.

Exercise: A moment in history

Take any famous historical moment and imagine 

that you’re an onlooker at the scene. Try to bring 

a different perspective to a well-worn event by 

imagining your feelings and reaction to the 

atmosphere around you. Write as the ‘observing 

character’ – the role of Thomas Farriner in the 

extract above.

Unless it’s pertinent to your continuing work, 

don’t research the event, just use your own past 

experiences and empathetic abilities to enter 

place and time. When you come to a natural 

end, stop and read your work through carefully. 

Fire of London Artist unknown
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Writing about local history is a simple but effective way of using the full gamut of historical 

landmarks, plus many forgotten moments along the way, juxtaposed against what is absolutely 

current. Its appeal may be limited to a physically small area, but people like to read about their 

environs and its history. To engage in this kind of narrative non-fiction, it’s imperative to have 

a knowledge of the area, but also useful to have a love of the integral themes – architecture, 

modern history, social history, geography and natural history. You can widen your approach by 

researching unfamiliar themes.

Local history can get very close to its subject indeed. In The House by the Thames Gillian 

Tyndall relates the entire history of her house, and the people who lived in and around it. Also 

look at Penelope Lively’s A House Unlocked.

Travel writing

Travel writing has an ancient pedigree and encompasses a wide range of writing styles – from 

the intensity of Paul Theroux to the jollity of Bill Bryson. It’s not difficult to feel as if you’re 

writing under the beady eye of previous masters who have already said everything there is 

to say about every corner of the globe. But this is a genre capable of perpetual regeneration. 

Travel writing is not just a description of landscape or cityscape, but a mixed palette – personal 

opinion, discussion of contentious issues, humour and anecdote. Publishers are always open to 

sparklingly fresh accounts. You don’t have to have travelled the world. The fundamentals are the 

perceptive ‘seeing eye’, an understanding of your personal vulnerabilities and a true delight in 

exploring both the world and the people in it.

For example...

The Azeri merchant who shares my carriage never looks out of the window. Siberia 

is dull, he says, and poor. He trades clothes between Moscow and Omsk, and 

taps continually on a pocket calculator. ‘I wouldn’t stay long out there,’ he says. 

‘Everything’s falling to bits. I’d try China if I were you. China’s the coming place.’ He 

is big and hirsute, thirty-something and going to seed. After dozing, he checks his 

face in his shaving mirror and groans, as if he had expected someone else. 

 Suddenly in our window there springs up the ghostly obelisk raised by Czar 

Alexander I nearly two centuries ago. It stands on a low bank, whitened by the 

glimmer of our train. Here, geographically, Siberia begins. On its near side the plinth 

proclaims ‘Europe’, on its far side, ‘Asia.’             Colin Thubron, In Siberia (2000)
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Exercise: Describe a place

If you’ve written a travel diary in the past, pull out a single piece to re-read. Alternatively, 

cast your mind back to any place you’ve visited and freewrite for 15 minutes. You don’t 

have to choose an exotic overseas destination – feel free to write about somewhere closer 

to home (even your own neighbourhood).

Re-read your account. Have you given any room to sensory description – the use of your five 

senses?

Start a separate page for each sense. Think about the taste of food and drink, the sounds of 

the streets or countryside, the feel of the air or the touch of people, the smells of the area 

and the sights that appeared before your eyes.

If you’re working electronically, print out the five pages for reference.

Now create a cohesive piece of writing from these five pages plus your original account. 

Make sure that you avoid a ‘patchwork’ appearance. Try to let the sensory descriptions 

disappear into the story you’re telling.

Next, create a sixth page for your ‘sixth sense’ – your gut feeling about the intrinsic ‘character’ 

of the place. Does the place feel threatening? Nurturing? Obsessive? Uncomfortable with 

itself? Indifferent? Welcoming? Something else? Freewrite your thoughts.

Spend some time redrafting your main piece of work, using this ‘silent character’ to shape 

what you already have. Consider allowing this to become the focus of the piece, giving it a 

solid, but original, core.
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Bringing ideas, theories or opinion to life

To recap for a moment, narrative non-fiction takes any field of specialist interest – history, 

science, politics, geography, the arts, the environment – and injects imagination and creativity 

to bring that subject matter to a wide audience. Narrative non-fiction is concerned with telling 

a true story using methods that are as compelling as fiction, lifting the prose to a level where 

each word, each paragraph, each chapter – finally the entire work – is considered thoughtfully 

and artistically.

Research point

Obtain a copy of at least one book by any of the authors mentioned in this project. As you read, 

analyse the way the writer walks the difficult tightrope between creativity and presentation 

of factual information. Compare styles, themes and approaches to this aspect of life writing. 

Reflect on your reading in your writing diary.

For example...

But the years take have also taken their toll. Some of it was just a function of my 

getting older, I suppose, for if you are paying attention, each successive year will 

make you more intimately acquainted with all of your flaws – the blind spots, the 

recurring habits of thought that may be genetic or may be environmental, but that 

will almost certainly worsen with time, as surely as the hitch in your walk turns to 

pain in your hip. In me, one of those flaws had proven to be a chronic restlessness; an 

inability to appreciate, no matter how well things were going, those blessings that 

were right there in front of me. It’s a flaw that is endemic to modern life, I think – 

endemic, too, in the American character – and one that is nowhere more evident than 

in the field of politics. Whether politics actually encourages the trait or simply attracts 

those who possess it is unclear. Someone once said that every man is trying to either 

live up to his father’s expectations or make up for his father’s mistakes and I suppose 

that may explain my particular malady as well as anything else.

                Barack Obama, The Audacity of Hope (2007)
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Then I walked out into the deeper water, and slipped forward and swam in a squall 

of tangerine light. I rolled on to my back, and sculled along the line of the shore, 

looking back at the land, and kicking my legs so that the complex drapes of colour 

were slung outwards. What was it Thoreau had written about a similar experience at 

Walden Pond? ‘It was a lake of rainbow light, in which, for a short while, I lived like 

a dolphin...’

 It is now understood that marine phosphorescence – or, more probably 

bioluminescence – is a consequence of the build-up in the water of minute organisms: 

dinoflagellate algae and plankton. By processes not entirely understood, these simple 

creatures ignite into light when jostled. They convert the energy of movement into the 

energy of radiance. For their phosphorescence to become visible to the human eye, 

the collaboration of billions of these single cells is required, from each of which light 

emanates. 
                    Robert Macfarlane, The Wild Places (2007)

Exercise: A ceremony

Using freewriting, examine any spiritual or political ceremony or event that took place in 

your childhood or youth.

First, simply describe your memory, detailing the activity – both the part you played and 

what went on around you.

Next, add anything you remember about your thoughts at the time. Then add the thoughts 

that occur to you now, as you recall the event(s.)

Redraft the piece, making a special effort to pull the reader into your emotions – both those 

you felt at the time and those you feel now.
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Exercise: Revisit your journal

Revisit the personal journal that you started earlier. Use a highlighter and red pen to edit 

the journal entries (or some of them) that you made for that week. Aim for a rounded, 

coherent account which includes:

•	 opinion – your thoughts about your week

•	 comment – your experiences over that week

•	 description

•	 action

•	 speech.

Don’t feel that you have to include material from every entry. Use the creative techniques 

you’ve been practising to create a coherent piece of life writing.

Now create a second draft.

Take as long as you need for this exercise as it will form a part of your first assignment.

Writing in a journal is something you should try to pursue, especially if you’re not yet writing 

regularly or if you don’t yet have a full-length life writing project.
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Start by:

•	 Reading through each project again, checking that you understood it the first time round. 

Repeat any exercises you need (or want) to do.

•	 Reading through all the writing you’ve produced.

•	 Thinking about all you’ve learned, considered and produced as you worked through Part 

One.

•	 Drawing all your thoughts together in your mind, making notes in your writing diary.

Send the following to your tutor:

•	 The work you produced for the final journal exercise above. This will give your tutor an 

overall view of your writing at this early stage of the course.

•	 Your life writing summary or outline of ideas.

•	 A first extract from your own life writing, if available. If not, submit two exercises from Part 

One.

•	 A reflective commentary of around 500 words, documenting the writing process you 

underwent. This can be made up of extracts from your writing diary; you might also want to 

include your response to any books you’ve read or research you’ve done.

The total word count should be up to 3,500 words, including your reflective commentary.

Reflection

Don’t forget to review this assignment against the assessment criteria. Review how you think 

you have done against the criteria and make notes in your writing diary.

Make sure that all work is labelled with your name, student number and assignment number 

and send it to your tutor. You don’t need to wait until you’ve heard from your tutor before 

continuing with the course.

Assignment one


